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Chepstow News
Keeping you up to date with school life

Message from Mrs Barr
Dear Parents
It is lovely to see the longer days coming now that Spring is here, let us hope that it also brings plenty
of sunshine.
With the end of term approaching the children in year 3, 4 and 5 are busy preparing for their
productions. I am sure, as always, they will be show stopping performances.
Thank you to Miss Greensted and Miss Morse who organised a great assembly on Plastics in the
Ocean. It was really quite thought provoking for the children..
Best wishes

,

https://
twitter.com/
ChepstowHouse

@chepstowhouse
school

www.facebook.com/
chepstowhouseschool
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DIARY DATES W/C 25th March
Date

Event

MONDAY
25th

YR 2 BOYS & GIRLS TAG RUGBY V’S REDCLIFFE
SCHOOL, LINFORD CHRISTIE STADIUM

TUESDAY
26th

PARENT WORKSHOP - MATHS CLINIC, 8.30AM,
DRAMA ROOM
YR 3 TRIP TO SCIENCE MUSEUM
YR3 & 4 BOYS RUGBY V’S KNIGHTSBRIDGE, BURTON
COURT, CHELSEA
YR 4 GIRLS HOCKEY V’S KNIGHTSBRIDGE, LINFORD
CHRISTIE STADIUM

YR GROUPS
Yr 2
YR 6
KS2 PARENTS
YR 3
YR 3 & 4
YR 4

WEDNESDAY YR 5 PRODUCTION,
27th

THURSDAY
28th

YR 3 & 4 PRODUCTION

FRIDAY
29th

RECEPTION MOTHER’S DAY TEA

RECEPTION

Don’t forget to check the school website and FROG for full details of school
events and sports fixtures

**Reminder**

Just a reminder about the ‘Maths clinic’ for parents of year 3-7
children. This will look at calculation methods and will provide you
with how best to support your child for questions that you have found
challenging to explain to them. Please note, this will not be a
discussion of exam questions, but of strategies and questions linked to
class work. It will take place in the Drama room on Tuesday 26th
March at 8.15-9.00am.
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Stars of the week
Class

Name

Reason

Robin

Barto

For being such a kind,caring and funny
member of the class.

Sparrow

Holly

For your excellent independent writing.
You always put in 100% effort.

Wren

Harrison

Pelican

Stella

For using a range of time connectives in
her recount of our trip to the
Gurdwara.

Puffin

Viktoria

For your super ideas in class discussion.

Penguin

Thomas

For perservering and accurately finding
the properties of tricky 3D shaspes!

For trying so hard during independent
activities.
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Class

Name

Reason

Swallow

Bella

For your wonderfully imaginative
weekend news recount.

Kingfisher

Layan

For varying your sentence openers.

Woodpecker

Amelie

For your wonderful teamwork skills
when making your playground model.

Woodlark

Joachim

For your hard work and determination
to improve across the curriculum.

Skylark

Freddie

For writing a fantastic letter of
persuasion.

Shorelark

Ariella

For always being so kind and helpful in
class.

Tawny Owl

Siddiqa

For showing determination and
resilience in Maths. Keep it up!
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Class

Name

Reason

Barn Owl

Kaya

For being able to explain new
vocabulary clearly to his peers.

Harrier
Hawk

Oliver

For his well-considered questions
during our Ocean Talk with the society
of Underwater Technology.

Grey Hawk

Redford

For excellent engagement on our
Ocean Talk trip.

Golden Eagle

Isabelle

For your detailed character description
in A Midsummer Night’s Dream

Imperial
Eagle

Alexandre

For his authentic acting skills in our
Shakespeare unit.

WELL DONE TO ALL OUR STARS THIS WEEK!
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SPECIALIST AWARDS
Class

Name

Reason

Sport

Graydon

For showing brilliant tackling skills in his
first Year 5 ‘A’ team rugby fixture

Art

Anika

For an excellent painting of the Green
Man in watercolour.

French

Massimo

For being an enthusiastic participant in
class

Music

Farrah

Science

Finn

For his amazing endoskeleton of a
kangaroo.

Computing

Deniz

For creating an animated sprite of a
robot in pixel art software.

For the huge improvements in her
focus this year, resulting in improved
progress.
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BEHAVIOUR AWARD
Well done to the following children who were awarded the behaviour
badge for being WELL MANNERED this week.
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MERITS AWARDED THIS WEEK

Blenheim

Portobello

Lancaster

Ladbroke
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NEWS FROM MUSIC DEPARTMENT
The Year 3/4 and year 5 productions are now around the corner, with only one week to go and the children are very
excited to share their performances and acting. Rehearsals are really shaping up.

Timetables for the instrument lessons are now complete too and will be arriving home with the children who take
lessons. This has already begun this week and will finish next week.

On a final note,Year 2 will kicking off practise for their own production, taking place next term.

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this
week @chepstowhouseschool
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NEWS FROM ART DEPARTMENT
I wanted to draw attention to a new display of Year 6 art which went up in the Hall a few days ago; these observational
studies made in charcoal were inspired by American artist, Jim Dine. Meanwhile Reception have been drawing aliens from
outer space and Year 6 progressed their drawings into drypoint etchings.

INSTAGRAM
Follow us on
@chepstowhouseschoolart

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for
all the photos from this week @chepstowhouseschoolart
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NEWS FROM COMPUTING DEPARTMENT
Year 2 are learning to code by using Probot programmable toys. Pro-Bot is based on Logo technology. It
offers pupils an enticing, engaging, and hands-on experience with Logo programming as well as robotic
controls.

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this
week @chepstowhouseschool
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NEWS FROM SPORTS DEPARTMENT
Year 6 boys rugby vs Arnold House – 18th March
The year 6 boys travelled to the picturesque surroundings of Canon Park to take on a competitive Arnold House team.
The ‘A’ team played their best rugby of the season, this was a brilliant team performance, everybody excelling at some
point within the game. Arnold House pipped Chepstow 30-25 but the ‘A’ team should be proud of their efforts. The ‘B’
team played nicely too, Jahan showing good tackling skills, John played well in attack too. The ‘B’ team were edged out
35-15 against strong opposition. This was another good experience for the year 6 boys, well done all!
‘A’ team player of the match – Ale
‘B’ team player of the match – Jahan

Year 6 and 7 girls hockey match V Falcons
On Monday all of the Year 6 and 7 girls played hockey against Falcons girls at Linford Christie stadium. The girls were
split into two teams of 7 a side and played for two 12 minute halves. The teams have been working on dribbling around a
defender backwards to maintain possession of the ball and strong sweeping shots at goal. Chepstow played incredibly
well and it was fantastic to see the improvement in their hockey skills since the start of the season in January. This hard
week over the last few weeks has seen the girls finish their season with two wins over Falcons on pitch one with a 10-0
win and pitch two with a 3-2 win after an inspirational half time team talk by Mr Wilkinson and Grace F. The girls have
made brilliant progress this season and are looking forward to developing their cricket skills next term with some girls
and mixed fixtures already in place.

Year 2 and 3 tag rugby fixture vs St Nicolas –
15 children across year 2 and 3 travelled to the blustery surroundings of Linford Christie to take on St Nicolas School in
a tag rugby fixture. Children would play at least one half of the game each, which provided a great opportunity against
opposition slightly older. The first half was played out evenly, Raif showed great agility skills to bag a couple of tries,
Michael showed good pace when attacking and Anton made some invaluable tags, the children finished the first half with
a 15-15 scoreline. The second half was still very even, Kam (year 2) attacked brilliantly, Nicolas made some fantastic tags
and Izzy shone in defence. The score ended 50-40 to St Nicolas, however Chepstow should be extremely proud of their
efforts.
First half player of the match – Raif
Second half player of the match - Kam

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our very own SPORT
Instagram page for all the photos from this week
@chepstowhouseschoolsport

INSTAGRAM
Follow us on
@chepstowhouseschoolsport
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NEWS FROM FRENCH DEPARTMENT
Year 1 have practised their numbers and telling how old they are.
Year 7 are writing about the weather and what they do while Guyla is busy learning his verbs conjugation!
“Quand il neige je fais un bonhomme de neige.” (Zara)
“Quand il ne fait pas très beau, je reste à la maison et je regarde un film.” (Grace)
“Quand il y a du vent, je reste à la maison et je joue aux cartes.” (Jahan)

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos
from this week @chepstowhouseschool
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NEWS FROM SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
Year 5 have been researching rockets and the scientific principles which underpin their structure, shape and
propulsion systems. They designed and created their own rockets and then took them outside to investigate
how high they could blast off!

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos
from this week @chepstowhouseschool
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LITTLE CHEPSTOW NEWS
FISH! We have new pets at Little Chepstow and a sparkling new tank with rainbow coloured stones. As one of our Field
Mice declared “It is the best day ever!!”
So our three new friends have settled well into their watery home and have survived the offerings of plastic fish, a car
and a button that have been added to their surroundings so that they have ‘something to play’ with. I know, we teach it
…sharing is caring!
Apart from that, another happy week in nursery. Lots of learning about transport, making vehicles, using box boxes as
cars and buses, and the singing of transport songs.
We are gearing up for Mother’s Day celebrations and some secret making is taking place. ☺
For more news from Little Chepstow, do follow us on Instagram at littlechepstownurseryschool

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos
from this week @littlechepstownursery
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RECEPTION NEWS
This week we have been living like Kings and Queens. The children came up with their own rules for their kingdom.
Some of our favourite rules included compulsory hugs, Mummies to wear jewels at all times and chocolate for breakfast.
In maths we have been exploring odd and even numbers, doubling and halving. The children are using some fantastic
mathematical language to explain their answers.

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos
from this week @chepstowhouseschool
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YEAR 1 NEWS
This week year one started exploring Battles and Invasions in their topic lessons. We discussed the definitions and played
rival armies to reason why the Romans would want to invade Britain. The children also used their investigation skills to
research everything Roman on the ipads, laptops and in books, to create fact files.
In Maths we have moved onto pattern and sequence. Using their counting and times table knowledge, the children were
able to sequence numbers. We also realized we could use the hundred squares when counting along non-multiples of a
number. Shape pattern has also been a fun activity this week, as many even made their own works of art for a friend to
complete!
The theme for Literacy this week is letter writing. We explored the requirements for a letter, with many ordering and
labelling a set letter, before discussing the difference between a formal and informal letter. The children also produced a
variety of letters, including both informative letters and emotional letters – with the correct language and tone required.!

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos
from this week @chepstowhouseschool
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YEAR 2 NEWS
Year 2 are loving science this week! Off we went to the wild area to find out all about microhabitats around us. After a
bit of careful searching, we identified lots of different insects who are individually suited to different microhabitats. Our
history lessons have seen us learning all about what it was like to be a child during the Victorian times – we don’t like the
sound of watery gruel for breakfast! In literacy, we’ve been thinking carefully about story structure and planning our own
stories linked to Alice in Wonderland. Tune in next week to find out all about the different wonderlands we’ve created!
Finally, our DT projects are coming along nicely and it won’t be long before the final designs are complete!

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos
from this week @chepstowhouseschool
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YEAR 3 NEWS
This week we have been focusing on our Geography topic, what is a region? We have located and researched major
rivers in the United Kingdom and Ireland and presented this back to each other. Did you know the longest river in the
UK is the Severn? With the Thames coming second at 346km long. We have located the nine different regions of England
and located them on a map. We played an exciting game to test our knowledge of the different regions. Which parts of
England have you visited?

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this
week @chepstowhouseschool
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YEAR 4 NEWS
This week the children have been writing their own story based on ‘The Tin Forest’. We have discussed the structure and
mood of a story, it is important to use the right vocabulary! To help keep the story structured we wrote our own plan. It
has been lovely to read the stories the children have created.
In our Geography lessons we have been learning about our local area. In our first lesson we focused on learning about
the history of the school building. Did you know the school was once an office building?

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this
week @chepstowhouseschool
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YEAR 5 NEWS
We enjoyed a wonderful trip into the City on Friday to hear from the Society of Underwater Technology. This society
brings together organisations and individuals with a common interest in underwater technology, ocean science and
offshore engineering. We heard from Stephen Hall, the Chief Executive, who spoke about the consequences of plastic
consumption, the pros and cons of fish farming and the effects of melting ice caps. We were shown a depiction of what
London would look like at the end of the century if global temperatures continue to rise. London is only 11m above sea
level, so much of the city was submerged. This definitely freaked us out a bit! Sue John, the Chair of SUT, showed us an
ROV, or remotely operated vehicle. These ‘robots’ can map and detect submerged wrecks, rocks and obstructions. It was
an incredibly interesting morning and several of us decided marine biology was definitely something we wanted to study
at university!
Along the theme of the ocean and plastic consumption, we had a visitor in assembly on Wednesday. Ben Stanford from
Symphony Environmental talked to us about oxobiodegradable technology. This will reduce the time it takes for plastic
to biodegrade, meaning a milk carton could only take 2 years to break down in comparison to the current 550 years!
In English we have been looking at persuasive writing. We started by looking at the techniques we could use to sway
someone’s opinion. There were many new words such as ‘hyperbole’ meaning ‘to exaggerate’ and ‘declarative’ meaning ‘an
assertive statement’, but once we got our heads around the techniques, we got to work writing our own persuasive
pieces on whether school uniform should be banned or not!

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this
week @chepstowhouseschool
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YEAR 6 NEWS
The main event for year 6 this week was our whole year assembly. Each of us created a slide and some interesting facts
from our country research projects. This ranged from Isabelle bringing in examples of the cultural delicacies enjoyed
during Iranian New Year to Freddy breaking down some of the inner workings of the US government and a lovely poem
on Guinea by Milan (to name but a few!). And a mention of the assembly wouldn’t be complete without a shout out to
Miss Long’s lyrical skills in writing our own song! In English,Year 6 took inspiration from William Blake’s murals to create
our own depictions of imagery and poetry lines from a Midsummer Night’s Dream. The results have been really beautiful!
In a very different task, we vented our frustrations, acting out conflicts between the main characters of the play using
Shakespearian insults. Alexandre and Sophia gave a memorable performance of Titania and Oberon fighting over the
childling!

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this
week @chepstowhouseschool
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YEAR 7 NEWS
This week in Year 7 we have focussed on developing our creative writing skills through improving our range of
vocabulary and finding phrases that have impact (see picture). In our history lessons we have moved onto
King John and asking the question “was he a bad king?”, while in Geography we have started to examine China
and its geographical aspects. In maths we have also begun a new topic, we have been learning about Pythagoras’
Theorem. We have looked at how to derive the formula as well as how to use it in different contexts.

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this
week @chepstowhouseschool
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READATHON 2019
During World Book Week students took part in a read-a-thon. Everyone was
encouraged to sneak in some reading whenever they were outside of school, including
their journey to and from school, before bed or perhaps even instead of watching
television in the evenings! After a week of counting and verifying the amount of money
donated, Chepstow House is pleased to announce

£20,517

was

raised for the Chepstow House Philanthropic Fund!
A huge thank you to everyone involved, this is a huge fundraising effort and will make a
difference to many.

